Recently, Kola? has determined all gauge-natural operators for any Lie group G of curvature type transforming every principal connection into modified curvature operator, [3] . In the case the structure group is the general linear group GL(m,'R. ) in an arbitrary dimension m he has obtained two parameter family of all GL(m, R)-natural operators of curvature type consisting of a curvature of connection and a contracted curvature of connection and generated by linear adjoint invariant maps of the Lie algebra gl(m, R) into itself of the form id and A >-+ tr A • id, [4] . We deduce that all such operators form a system generated by two modified curvatures of both principal connections and by values on the difference of these connections of some map induced by bilinear adjoint invariant map of the Lie algebra g of G. In the case the structure group is the general linear group GL(m, R) in an arbitrary dimension m we obtain 10-parameter family of all GL(m, R)-natural operators of curvature type consisting 4-parameter system generated by curvatures and contracted curvatures both connections and 6-parameter system generated by values on the difference of these connections of some bilinear and adjoint invariant maps of the Lie algebra g/(m, R).
Jan Kurek ON GAUGE-NATURAL OPERATORS OF CURVATURE TYPE ON PAIRS OF CONNECTIONS
Recently, Kola? has determined all gauge-natural operators for any Lie group G of curvature type transforming every principal connection into modified curvature operator, [3] . In the case the structure group is the general linear group GL(m,'R. ) in an arbitrary dimension m he has obtained two parameter family of all GL(m, R)-natural operators of curvature type consisting of a curvature of connection and a contracted curvature of connection and generated by linear adjoint invariant maps of the Lie algebra gl(m, R) into itself of the form id and A >-+ tr A • id, [4] .
Using a general method by Kolar, [3] , [4] , [5] , we determine all gaugenatural operators for any Lie group G defined on the bundle Q © Q of pairs of principal connections with values in L ® ® 2 T*B.
We deduce that all such operators form a system generated by two modified curvatures of both principal connections and by values on the difference of these connections of some map induced by bilinear adjoint invariant map of the Lie algebra g of G. In the case the structure group is the general linear group GL(m, R) in an arbitrary dimension m we obtain 10-parameter family of all GL(m, R)-natural operators of curvature type consisting 4-parameter system generated by curvatures and contracted curvatures both connections and 6-parameter system generated by values on the difference of these connections of some bilinear and adjoint invariant maps of the Lie algebra g/(m, R).
The author is grateful to Professor I. Kolai for suggesting the problem, valuable remarks and useful discussions.
1. Let Mf n be a category of n-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms. Let FM be a category of fibred manifolds and denote by B the base functor. Fix a Lie group G and define a category Pn(G), whose objects are principal G-bundles and whose morphisms are the morphisms 1. every principal bundle p : P -• BP in P"(G) is transformed by F into fibred manifold q : FP BP over the same base BP 2. every morphism / :
Let F and E be two G-natural bundle over n-manifolds.
DEFINITION 2. A gauge-natural operator A : F -E is a system of operators Ap : C°°FP C°°EP for every object P in P n (G) transforming every section s G C°°FP into section Aps £ C°°EP such that
for every isomorphism / :
Ap transforms every smoothly parametrized family of sections into smoothly parametrized family of sections.
A gauge-natural bundle F over n-manifolds is said to be of order r, if for any two morphisms f,h:P->P in P n (G) the condition jyf = jyh at some point y £ P x of the fibre of P over x € BP implies Ff\p x p = Fh\p x pLet W r P be a space of all r-jets where <p : R n x G -• P is a morphism in P n (G). The space W r P is a principal bundle over BP with structure group W^G, which is the group of all r-jets ^tjj of morphisms )-Every smooth left action of W£G on a manifold S determines r-th order G-natural bundle over n-manifolds as a functor transforming every object P in P n {G) into the fibre bundle associated to W r P with standard fibre S and every morphism / in P n (G) into (iy/,ids).
Every r-th order gauge-natural bundle is a fibre bundle associated to bundle W r . The fc-th jet prolongation J k F of a gauge-natural bundle F of order r is a gauge-natural bundle of order (k + r).
According to a general theory, [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , there is a canonical bijection between the fc-th order G-natural operators A : F -> E and the We §hall need some new essential relations concerning the function B? r on G appearing in (2.5), which we will obtain in the detailed proof of the following theorem developed by I. Kolaf in [3] . 
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The equivariancy of A with respect to homotheties in G\ : a = e, a*-= ktij, a'j k = 0, a? = 0, afj = 0, gives a homogeneity condition (2.13) I7i) = If,* I*).
By the homogeneous function theorem, [ If we put b p q = 6? into ffj in (2.14) and if we use uniqueness of the curvature operator, we can put Equivariancy ffj(r ka ) with respect to homotheties in G* gives a homogeneity condition (2.19) k'f^r'j = $(* 1+ ' tt 'i? a ).
By homogeneous function theorem is independent on r ka for |a| > 2 and is linear in Tf-and quadratic in rf. Hence, the r-th order operators are reduced to the case I for every r > 2. Moreover, every gauge-natural operator defined on the connection bundle has a finite order. This proves Theorem 1. Billin(g x g,g) be the subspace of all bilinear and adjoint equivariant maps with respect to adjoint action of G.
Consider a pair of principal connections
For every y € Y we define a bilinear map y : g ® R n * x g ® R n * -> g ® ® 2 R n -by formula The curvature of the connection r on P = R n x G^ is a section CT :
R n -»• L(R n x G^) <g> A 2 T*R n of the form in local coordinates: 
